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SACS

-USFSP’s probation status is a very serious matter, but one that can be conquered

-USFSP will need move forward rapidly, need everyone to succeed

-USFSP undergoes a reaffirmation as well as probation visit in May

-Anticipate a broadened base of participation in which individuals will be set forth to complete specific tasks

Budget

-State contributions to date have decreased approximately 15% in the last year

-USFSP can expect no raises and no new positions for a significant time - retrenchment period

-USFSP will need to identify and continue to execute ways to effectively provide day-to-day operational services with less resources while acquiring new resources for funding

-No expensive new initiatives unless qualified by significant financial returns

-Higher Education’s challenge is to not only continue to attract quality students, produce quality education and survive with less financial resources, but to identify how to regain it's portion of State funding after the cuts